Initially, I n ternet protocols were not designed for mobility nor were they designed for handling real-time services. Recent research e orts on Mobile-IP and RSVP are aimed at providing these features in the Internet. However, additional support is needed to provide real-time services for moving users. One such real-time service for mobile users is the concept of an Internet Cellular Phone. An IP based backbone network capable of delivering packetized voice to moving users.
INTRODUCTION
This position paper argues for an architecture to support an Internet Cellular Phone network, a network that consists of an Internet backbone supporting a cellular phone network at the edge as shown in Figure 1 . The edge network consists of base stations supporting IP cell phones or devices that can send and receive packetized voice and the backbone is the Internet. The base stations are connected to routers that support Mobile-IP routing Perkins et al. 1996 and reservation protocols to guarantee service quality t o m o ving users.
Why a n I n ternet cellular phone? Here's why? We believe that determining the support protocols needed in the Internet to provide real-time service guarantees to moving users is a signi cant research problem. Also, the problem of mapping existing cellular services as IP services is an interesting research issue. For example, the problem of providing a cellular conference call using Mobile IP MulticastAcharya et al. 1996 . Providing integrated services in the Internet to moving users allows additional capabilities: simultaneously receiving e-mail while talking on the Internet Cellular Phone using the same network.
Recent research e orts in Mobile-IP are aimed at supporting mobility in the Internet. E orts in IPv6Deering et al. 1995 , RSVPZhang et al. 1993 and Integrated ServicesClark et al. 1992 are aimed at providing quality of service support in the Internet. However, due to the signi cant impact of mobility, providing real-time services to mobile users requires new service architecture and new protocols.
MOTIVATION
When a mobile host moves from one location to another with an open connection, the data ow path changes. As a result, the packet propagation time and the congestion delay along the new path may be di erent or the new cell may be so congested that the minimum QoS requirements of all users cannot be satis ed Acampora et al. 1994 , Lee 1995 , Lu et al. 1996 , Levine 1995 . Due to hando , additional delays and packet loss may occur Caceres et al. 1996 .
In the xed network, several classes of service, e.g. guaranteed, predictive Clark et al. 1992 and controlled-loadWroclawski 1996, have been de ned for real-time services. However, these service classes do not take i n to consideration the e ects of mobility.There are two w ays to provide QoS guarantees to mobile users. The rst one is mobility independent, where a mobile user gets a QoS guarantee which is not a ected by the mobility of the hosts. The second one is mobility dependent, where the QoS received by a mobile user may v ary due to mobility of the hosts. To provide mobility independent service, it is necessary to make spatial resource reservations; i.e., reservations at all cells where the host may visit in the duration of the connection. 
ISSUES
Based on the above observations, a network system architecture for providing real-time services to mobile users has been proposed in Talukdar et al. 1997 . This architecture describes the service classes, admission control schemes, a reservation protocol, MRSVP, which is an extension of RSVP to handle mobile users, and the hando management s c hemes. In this architecture, there are two service classes, mobility independent and mobility dependent. T o obtain mobility independent service, a subscriber speci es its mobility speci cation, the set of cells it may visit during the lifetime of the connection, to the network. The network reserves resources from the sender to all cells of the mobility speci cation. However, the data ow starts only to the current location of the mobile host. The reservation along the path from the sender to the current cell over which data is owing is called active reservation, whereas the reservation along the paths to the other cells over which data is not currently owing is called passive reservation. Subscribers to the mobility dependent service class makes reservation from the sender only to their current cell. To improve network utilization, the admission control scheme allows the resources of passive reservation to be used by the users of mobility dependent service class; however, when the actual reservers of those resources arrive i n to that cell, they may su er degradation in QoS.
In the rest of this section we identify the main issues in supporting an Internet cellular phone system on the framework of the above architecture. These are as follows:
Service commitments: We h a ve de ned two t ypes of service contracts: mobility independent and mobility dependent. De ning other types of service contracts that can be met in spite of mobility is an open research area.
Mobility speci cation: It has been observed that, the movements of users have a regular component and a random component. Using these observations, there has been some proposals for predictive mobility managementLiu et al. 1996 . We believe that short-term mobility prediction for the duration of a call can be done using these techniques and further research is required in integrating mobility speci cation with spatial resource reservations.
Hando management: The main approaches to reduce disruption during hando are, multicasting the ow to neighboring cells of a mobile host, extending the routes from the current cell to the next cell, anticipatory hando to the next predicted cell and using retransmission bu ers to recover from packet losses due to hando Caceres et al. 1996 , Keeton et al. 1995 . Hando interacts with reallocation of resources, degradation of service and resource reservations.
Protocol integration: IPv6 Deering et al. 1995 contains some unique features that provide some useful facilities to route data packets to mobile hosts e cientlyPerkins et al. 1996 . In addition to features already present i n RSVP, MRSVP protocolTalukdar et al. 1997 requires several additional fea-
